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Synopsis
Quantitative magnetization transfer (qMT) is a Z-spectrum based imaging technique used to study white matter. The need to acquire many
images with unique RF saturation pulses leads to long acquisition times. We aim to shorten qMT imaging times using a sparseSENSE technique
that combines parallel imaging and compressed sensing to reduce the amount of acquired data. Retrospectively undersampled data was
reconstructed for a range of acceleration factors using wavelet and total variation sparsifying domains. Pool size ratio (F) maps were
accelerated by a factor of 4×, and acceleration factors of 8-12× may be possible in future work.

Introduction
Quantitative magnetization transfer (qMT)1 is an MRI technique that measures an index of myelin content in brain white matter (WM).2,3 Macromolecules,
including those which make up myelin, cannot be directly measured with conventional MRI techniques due to sub-millisecond T2 times.4 qMT fits data to
the magnetization exchange model5 between pools of restricted (macromolecular) and free (liquid) protons, thereby indirectly measuring the
macromolecular pool. The MT-prepared spoiled gradient echo technique1 (MT-SPGR) used in this work creates MT-saturation by applying an additional
oﬀ-resonance RF-pulse to selectively saturate restricted hydrogen nuclei. By repeating the acquisition many times with unique oﬀ-resonance pulses,
signal changes can be plotted to produce a characteristic curve, known as the Z-spectrum, to which the two-pool qMT model is fit. The need to acquire
many images leads Z-spectrum based imaging techniques, including qMT and chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST), to suﬀer from long
acquisition times.
The aim of this work is to shorten qMT imaging times using a combined compressed sensing (CS) and parallel imaging (PI) method, sparseSENSE.6 PI
uses multiple receive coils with unique spatial sensitivity profiles to provide additional spatial information, reducing the data sampling requirements.7 CS
reduces data acquisition time by undersampling k-space and using an iterative nonlinear image reconstruction algorithm. Figure 1 depicts how sparsifying
transform domains, in combination with random sampling trajectories, are used to reconstruct high fidelity images with undersampled data.8

Methods
3D qMT data was collected using an SPGR sequence with Gaussian shaped MT-saturation pulses. Ten MT-saturated images were collected using two MT
pulse powers and five logarithmically spaced oﬀset frequencies.9 A baseline image with no MT pulse, B0 and B1 field maps, and a T1-map were acquired
to constrain the qMT model1 and correct for field variations.
Data was acquired in five healthy subjects using a 3.0T GE Discovery-MR750 scanner and a 32-channel head coil. Raw k-space was stored as a 5D
dataset with 128×128×96 spatial matrix, 11 MT-oﬀsets, and 32 channel images for PI. Pseudo-random retrospective under-sampling was performed in the
phase, slice, and MT-oﬀset dimensions. Undersampling was performed using a Poisson-disc sampling strategy while enforcing a probability density
d
function of f (r) = 1/r , where r is the distance to the centre of k-space and d = 2 .10 A fully sampled circular core of k-space containing 10% of the total
samples was included to account for the energy distribution of k-space.
2

Image reconstruction was performed by solving: f (m) = ||Fu Sm − y||2 + λ1 ||m − mr ||1 + λ2 ||Ψm||1 + λ3 ||TVm||1 using the nonlinear conjugate
gradient method, where Ψ and TV are the wavelet and total variation sparsifying transforms respectively. Fu is the under-sampled Fourier transform and S
is the coil sensitivity operator for PI. mr is a local low-rank reference image to promote simple behaviour in the frequency-oﬀset dimension. Regularization
parameters were set to λ1=0.005, λ2=0.0005, and λ3=0.0001. Undersampling was performed at eight acceleration factors evenly spaced between 4× and
32×. Using qMRLab,11 qMT parameter maps were fit to undersampled data using the Sled & Pike approximations1 to numerically solve the MT-exchange
equations.

Results
Of the qMT parameters, the pool size ratio (F) is most strongly correlated to myelin content in brain WM2,3,9 and is therefore the primary focus of this
analysis (Fig.2). A Bland-Altman analysis12 was used to compare accelerated and fully sampled F-maps (Fig.3). Bias between the two reconstruction
methods was determined using the mean of diﬀerences between voxels (y-axis). In this study, we compare bias in accelerated images to the coeﬃcient of
variation (CoV) observed in repeated, fully sampled, qMT scans in healthy adults.13 Overall agreement is reported using the standard deviation (SD) of
diﬀerences between the two methods, known as the limits of agreement (LOA). Acceptable LOA were defined as those that do not exceed the pooled SD
of fully sampled data for a given region of interest (ROI).

Discussion
We previously showed that individual MT-weighted images and Z-spectra can handle ambitious acceleration factors, with minimal reconstruction artefacts
14
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at acceleration factors exceeding 12×.14 In the present work, we found that qMT parameter maps are more sensitive to acceleration artefacts than the
input data. For both WM and grey matter (GM), an acceleration factor of 4× yielded acceptable agreement with fully sampled F-maps (Tab.1). This
acceleration factor yields typical qMT parametric maps shown in Figure 4.
The next step of this work is to implement undersampling strategies prospectively to yield real acquisition time savings. Due to the initial results in raw MTweighted images and accelerated Z-spectra,14 a wide range of acceleration factors with large increments between them was examined. qMT parametric
maps are more sensitive to acceleration artefacts, therefore acceleration factors ranging between 4× and 8× should be experimentally evaluated in
prospective work.

Conclusion
The SPGR qMT model was shown to be sensitive to small Z-spectrum changes induced by image acceleration. The true limits of image acceleration will
come from future studies that implement this accelerated acquisition technique prospectively; however, these findings suggest that acceleration factors of
4× are likely possible, and that acceleration factors up to 8-12× should be explored. With the current work supporting the use of an acceleration factor of
at least 4×, qMT acquisition time can be reduced from 28 minutes to under 7 minutes, helping to make qMT a clinically feasible imaging tool.
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Fig. 1. Domains and transform operators used in typical image reconstruction (left column), a simple under-sampled reconstruction (middle column), and
CS reconstruction (shaded arrow). m and y represent the reconstructed image and measured k-space data (red dots) respectively. U is the undersampling
operator, Fu is the under-sampled Fourier transform, and Ψ is the wavelet transform. Using iterative reconstruction, CS is able to produce a final image (m)
that closely resembles fully sampled data (top left).

Fig. 2. Accelerated F-maps (a) and diﬀerence images (b) from one healthy subject. Acceleration factors are indicated on the x-axis, where fully sampled
data has an acceleration factor of 1. Negative diﬀerences indicate underestimated voxels in accelerated F-maps. Arrow A indicates areas of overestimated
F voxels in fully sampled data, correlated with areas of large diﬀerences in accelerated data. Key acceleration artifacts include voxels in ventricles with a
high F value (arrow B) and ringing artifact at higher acceleration factors (arrow C).

Fig. 3. Bland-Altman plots for accelerated F-maps in all brain voxels (top row), and in ROIs of WM (middle row) and GM (bottom row). Plots summarize
data from 5 subjects, reconstructed with 4 unique sampling trajectories for each acceleration rate. Solid black lines indicate mean diﬀerences between
pairs of voxels in fully sampled and accelerated images (red lines = 0). Dashed lines indicate limits of agreement (±1.96 SD), with reference values
indicated by the shaded regions.

Table 1. Summary of Bland-Altman statistical analysis. Each row corresponds to one statistical measure and its method of comparison. Mean diﬀerences
(ΔF) are compared to longitudinal coeﬃcients of variation (CoV) within healthy subjects13. Mean CoVs were approximately 5% in F, averaged over data
collected in multiple ROIs. This variation corresponds to F diﬀerences of 0.64% in WM and 0.34% in GM. Limits of agreement (LOA / σF) are compared to
the within ROI SD of fully sampled F-maps, pooled across subjects. Fully sampled data was found to have a pooled SD of 2.8% in WM and 2.4% in GM.
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Fig. 4. The complete set of qMT parameter maps based on the two-pool tissue model5 produced in one healthy subject using fully sampled data (top row)
and retrospectively under-sampled data at an acceleration factor of 4× (middle row). Diﬀerences between the two methods are shown in the bottom row.
Columns represent the pool-size ratio (F), magnetization exchange rate from free to restricted pool (kr), longitudinal relaxation rate of the free pool (R1f),
and transverse relaxation times of free (T2f) and restricted (T2r) pools.
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